
 

The latest Firefox update brought an exciting new feature called import export cookies. If you are unfamiliar with this new
functionality, here is a short description of what it does: Import your favorite browser bookmarks from other browsers to
Firefox! Export your favorites to another browser or service! You can also import "without importing" or export by
bookmarking the option instead! Not only are these features helpful for moving saved tabs between different browsers, but they
might even save you some time. To get started, assign bookmarks in the other browser the corresponding Firefox action-- Pin
Tab/Import Tab-- and then just sync with them when you're in Firefox. 

Firefox 3.5 brings an important new "Actions" menu to the browser toolbar (pictured above). You can get there by clicking on
the icon in the toolbar section. This brings up a new menu with 3 buttons: Pin Tab/Export/Import-- all of which will send your
selected tab to the browser of your choice.

Same old Firefox action, but with a few new twists. You can now export and import tabs and history, and you can also pin
bookmarks, except that you cannot do it directly from the bookmarks bar. However, this menu does allow you to create, save
and load bookmarks. 

This action does exactly what the name implies: it pinpoints a tab and pastes it into your selection. One very nice feature here is
the ability to add a title and URL for the copied tab (to make it more readable). You can also add a second tab to be pasted.
With the new tab on the left side of each browser window, this action has been given a convenient new location in the Firefox
toolbar just below "New Tab" in Firefox 3.5. The new Firefox 3. 0 browser is the first version to use the new Firefox 3 branding
and design. As with all versions of Firefox, this new release introduces a number of security and bugfixes over its predecessor.
While not as revolutionary as it could have been, Mozilla has made several important changes to make Firefox safer and more
user-friendly. This version is compatible with versions 1.8 – 3.6 of the XULRunner, as well as previous versions of the Gecko
engine (such as version 1.7). Firefox 3.0 introduced some significant changes to the design and functionality of the Mozilla
Firefox user interface. Firefox 3 is based on new codebase written with HTML and CSS and features a completely new look and
feel, as well as some major under-the-hood changes that improve performance. Firefox 3 was released to the public on February
5, 2008, and it has two main versions: 3.0 "Safari" (the default browser for Apple's Safari web browser), and 3.5 (compatible
with XULRunner). The 3.0 update was released on February 5, 2008; the beta version was released to select users in November
2007.
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